MULTI - PURPOSE
CONNECTED
NIGHT LIGHT

A NIGHT
LIGHT
THAT
IS ALL
ABOUT
YOU

RGB NIGHT
LIGHT WITH
SOUND
ALERTS

FROM A SIMPLE NIGHT
LIGHT TO A MULTIFUNCTIONAL DEVICE

· 16 MILLION COLOURS

It gently illuminates the rooms of your home. You can choose between

· ADJUSTABLE FRAME

The frame design is flexible. You can choose between plastic and natural

DESIGN

16 million colours to fit

your personal preference.

materials such as wood or glass. It will fit our interior design and

great in any room.

look

use it as a unique
combination of sound and visual colour alarm.

· INTEGRATED BEEPER

It has a hidden integrated beeper, so you can

· CONTROL IT MANUALLY

It can be controlled manually via 4 touch buttons hidden under the

OR WIRELESSLY
VIA A SMART PHONE

or wirelessly via a smart
phone or tablet. With multiple control options you will keep the night
light always close to you, increasing your comfort with a touch of
surface and with the additional light switch

a button.

· 6 NATURE-INSPIRED
LIGHTING EFFECTS
· PRE-PROGRAMMABLE

It comes with 6

different lighting effects which are
inspired by nature and simulate the ocean’s colours, the

rainbow and the sunrise.
It can be pre-programmed turn on automatically
or

when dark
when movement is detected. It can also be programmed

to turn on or off at any specific time.

GREAT HELP FOR A GOOD NIGHT’S SLEEP
·

People respond negatively to full brightness during the night time, making them harder to fall
asleep. RGB NIGHT LIGHT WITH SOUND ALERTS can
you to choose

·

help you to fall asleep by allowing

YOUR
PERSONAL
NIGHT LIGHT

your favourite colour and brightness.

Emits just enough light at night so you

can see your way and never stumble in the dark,

without jarring you awake.

·

It can help your kids to gently

fall asleep and be programmed to turn off later using
the time schedule function and to turn on when your kid’s movement is detected.

TRANSFORM IT INTO YOUR PERSONALIZED ALARM
·

Connect it to sensors and it will act

as an alarm or doorbell, notifying you with a visual

CONTROL YOUR NIGHT LIGHT
WIRELESSLY and maximizing your comfort

WITH YOUR FINGER

• Connect it to your Z-Wave gateway (hub)
and control it remotely via a smartphone

• With 4 touch buttons
hidden under the surface

and sound signal when needed (in case of water leakage, motion detection or doorbell activation).

·

Use it as a

visual doorbell – set your night light to blink in desired colours without using

the sound, making it perfect for families with small children and for the hearing impaired.

CAN HELP YOU SAVE MONEY
·

Its

energy efficiency

will help you save energy and money. It emits enough light, making

other lighting sources mostly redundant in places such as hallways, bedrooms, bathrooms etc.
during the night time.

• Connect it to your Z-Wave gateway
(hub) and pre-program it to work
according to the scenes (such as
the time schedule etc.)
• Connect it to your Z-Wave sensors
and devices (motion sensor, flood
sensor, doorbell) and program it
to work according to the sensors
triggers

VIA WIRE

PRE-PROG R A M E D
S C E N E S

• Connect it to an additional
light switch and control it
like a regular light

L I G H T
S W I T C H

• Connect it to a motion sensor
and it will turn ON / OFF
Z - W A V E
S E N S O R
TRIGGERS

Z - W A V E
MOTION
S E N S O R

SET THE PERFECT
MOOD WITH
DIFFERENT
LIGHTING
EFFECTS
The night light comes with different lighting effects which will

ensure you a relaxing lighting experience to help
you start the day with more energy or to soothe you after
a tough day.
The lighting effects are inspired by nature and simulate six
colour scenes: ocean,

rainbow, sunrise and others.

The most unique is the sunrise scene which is designed to

imitate the sun, helping you wake up more naturally. In

a 10-minute timeframe, the night light will gradually increase
the brightness from its minimum to its maximum amount.
This way you will wake up energized even on a cloudy day.

ONE DEVICE
FOR MULTIPLE
PURPOSES
RGB NIGHT LIGHT WITH
SOUND ALERTS can be used
as an innovative light source
for a gentle and personalized
illumination.

· Remotely dim the night light or turn it

· Set an automatic low brightness value

ON/OFF (e.g. in yellow colour).

with the help of the integrated brightness
sensor, which will allow automatic activation
of the night light in any colour you like
(e.g. in yellow colour).

Control the night light with 4 integrated

·

TOUCH BUTTONS, which allows you:
-

Turn the RGB Night Light ON / OFF

-

Set the amount of red, green, blue and
white colour allowing you to choose

LUX SENSOR

between 16 million colours
-

Dim the brightness of the RGB Night Light

-

Choose between 6 lighting effects.

ON OFF
ON

· Remotely choose between 16
million colours on your night light.

· Option to connect with the motion sensor
which will allow automatic activation of the

·

Option to connect and control
the night light with the light switch.

night light in any colour you like (e.g. in violet
colour).

MOTION
SENSOR

ON

ON OFF

UNIQUE
COMBINATION
OF SOUND
AND COLOUR

The RGB NIGHT LIGHT WITH
SOUND ALERTS can be used
as an alarm with sound and
visual notifications in case
of danger.

It can be also used
as an extension or as
a substitute for your doorbell.

· When the Z-WAVE DOORBELL is activated,
the night light can either start:
- blinking (e.g. in green colour) and beeping

·

Z-WAVE
DOORB E L L

The night light has an integrated beeper
that notifies using sound and visual blinking.

- blinking without beeping (so you are not
disturbed when you don’t want to be, for
example during the night or early morning).

·

When the MOTION SENSOR detects any

·

When the FLOOD SENSOR detects a water

movement, the night light starts blinking

leakage, the night light starts blinking

(e.g. in red colour) and beeping.

(e.g. in blue colour) and beeping.

THE RGB NIGHT LIGHT WITH SOUND ALERTS
can be installed anywhere in the house:

· in flush mounting boxes at the
height of the light switch

MOUNTING
FRAME WITH
CLAWS
GLASS
FRAME
FLUSH
MOUNTING
BOX

· in flush mounting boxes where you
MOTION
SENSOR

F L O O D
DETECTOR

usually have electrical sockets

RGB NIGHT
LIGHT WITH
SOUND
ALERTS

INNOVATIVE APPROACH
TO NIGHT LIGHTS
Connected. Multi-purpose. Night Light.
The RGB Night Light with Sound Alerts has many unique features,
which were developed to improve the quality of sleep and
make your life more comfortable.
It is the only night light in the world which:
•

Has an integrated beeper

•

Can be controlled manually (via 4 hidden touch buttons)
or wirelessly (via Z-Wave)

•

Has an adjustable frame design

•

Comes with 6 nature inspired lighting effects

•

Can be pre-programmed according to your needs

MODERN AND
ADJUSTABLE
DESIGN

•

Modern and minimalistic

design

•

Adjustable frame - option to choose between
plastic and natural materials such as wood or glass

•

Option to choose between 16

million colours

to fit your personal preference and give your personal
touch to any room
•

Simple to install - install it anywhere you like:
hallway, stairway, bathroom, WC, bedroom,
living room, garage, terrace,...

•

Designed and manufactured in EU

HELPS YOU
SAVE ENERGY
•

Its energy efficiency will help you save

energy

and money
•

It emits enough light, making other lighting sources
mostly redundant in places such as hallways,
bedrooms, bathrooms etc. during the night time

•

Its energy efficiency will help you save

energy consumption

on your

FROM LIGHTNING
SOURCE TO YOUR
PERSONAL HOME
GUARD.

DEVELOPED BY GOAP,
INNOVATION EXPERT
•

26 years of experience in the automation field

•

Global innovation leader in Smart Home devices and cruise ship automation

•

Unique, ready-to-sell, certified and reliable portfolio of 17 Z-Wave wireless
Smart Home products

•

3 awards in 2017 (Spirit of Z-Wave Award, 2 awards for best product innovation
in Slovenia, Primorska region)

•

Significant solution provider of intelligent controllers for cruise ships (Carnival
Cruise, Princess Cruises, Cunard, Costa Cruises) with a respectful 50% global
market share

Goap d.o.o. Nova Gorica
Ulica Klementa Juga 007

RGB Night Light is our latest product,
which was designed in accordance
with our vision to make life simple
and more comfortable for everyone.

RGB NIGHT
LIGHT WITH
SOUND
ALERTS

5250 Solkan, Slovenia
E-mail: info@goap.si
T: +386 5 335 95 00
W: www.goap.eu
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